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The clay-making machine 

To Holmes I wrote showing how rapidly and surely I had got down to 

the roots of the matter. In reply I had a telegram asking for a description 

of Dr. Shlesinger's left ear. Holmes's ideas of humour are strange and 

occasionally offensive. so I took no notice of his ill-timed jest. .. 

On the grandest scale, in terms of sheer throughput of materials, the 

whole Earth is a continuous crystalliser for clay minerals. This is a 

chapter about clay minerals: about how they are made and, in some 

detail, about what they are like. 

Clay is not perhaps generally thought of as a crystalline material, 

yet most of it is. If clay seems a rather formless sort of stuff that is 

because its crystals are, from our point of view, exceedingly minute: 

a mole-hill of clay would have to be magnified to the size of a 

mountain before its crystals became visible to the naked eye. 

Clay can be roughly defined as a soft rock whose particles are 

smaller than a few thousandths of a millimetre across, are rather 

insoluble, but can be readily suspended in water. Many kinds of 

materials are included in this broad description, and generally 

speaking a given piece of clay contains several distinct clay minerals, 

each with a characteristic composition of units and/or crystal 

structure. 

There are two great cycles that drive the clay-making machine. The 

first is the water cycle powered by the Sun. Water evaporates from 

the sea and other surfaces to form clouds, rain, groundwaters, 

streams and rivers that take it back again to the sea. Clays are formed 

through the action of this water, through the weathering of hard 

rocks such as granite. Such rocks may seem more stable than clays, 

but chemically they are not: they slowly dissolve in the waters 

streaming over their surfaces and through pores and cracks in them. 

Sooner or later the solutions in the porous ground become 

supersaturated, they become magic solutions for clays whose tiny 

crystals grow there in the ground. Many of these get carried to the 

streams and rivers, and may go all the way to the sea, silting into 

deep layers on the sea floor. There the conditions will be a bit different 

from the conditions under which they originally formed. In particular, 
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the concentrations of units in solution may no longer correspond to 

a saturated solution of the clay structure that was. The clay crystals 

may very well re-dissolve, in that case, to re-form into new kinds of 

clay minerals. Indeed between weathering and sedimentation - and 

beyond - there may be several re-crystallisations in different places, 

each place constituting a kind of continuous crystalliser for a 

particular set of clays that are being fed by nutrient solutions created 

by the dissolving of clay and other minerals that are slightly more 

soluble in the circumstances. This is how the Earth can maintain 

levels of supersaturation indefinitely within narrow limits in certain 

regions: the concentrations of input solutions are determined by the 

solubilities of materials that are just a little bit more soluble than the 

materials that are crystallising within those regions. 

Even for clays in the sediments of the sea floor it is not the end, 

for there is the second more ponderous cycle that comes into play, 

the cycle powered by the Earth itself, by the heat inside it that comes 

from the disintegration of radioactive atoms. This engine pushes sea 

floors sideways, causing great, slow, catastrophic collisions at the 

edges of continents so that some of the compacted, by now trans

formed, clay deposits are more radically transformed at very high 

temperatures and pressures deep underground. The transformation 

from hard rocks to clays is being reversed now, because now it is the 

minerals of hard rocks that are more stable - materials such as the 

feldspars, micas and quartz of schists and granite. But the pushings 

and crumplings continue. Sooner or later the re-formed hard rocks 

re-appear, to be exposed again to the weather, to find themselves, 

strangely enough, unstable under these mild conditions. They slowly 

dissolve in the waters streaming over their surfaces and through 

pores and cracks in them ... 

Most of the clay minerals that are produced in this way are layer 

silicates, of which there are two main classes corresponding to two 

main designs for the amazingly thin and beautifully structured layers 

that their crystals contain. 

One of these designs is found in the main component of china clay, 

a clay mineral called kaolinite. Here the layers are about three oxygen 

atoms thick. Imagine three planes of oxygen atoms stacked on each 

other (like three layers of oranges in a box) and held together firmly 

through two intervening planes of much smaller atoms lying in 

crevices between the oxygens and covalently bonded to them. One of 

these intervening planes is of aluminium atoms, the other of 

silicons. There are also (tiny) hydrogen atoms attached to the 
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oxygens of one of the surfaces of the kaolinite layer. (The detailed 

structure of connections is given in appendix 2.) 

You can see that these layers out of which kaolinite crystals are 

built are quite complicated structures, and they have a 'top side' and 

a 'bottom side' to them that are different. You can think of one of 

these layers as being like a carpet with a pile on one side and a backing 

on the other. Indeed the carpet even has a pattern to it - in effect 

arrows all pointing one way. This pattern arises from a subtle 

asymmetry in the arrangement of the aluminium atoms (a feature 

described in detail in appendix 2). 

Now an ideal example of a kaolinite crystal would consist of a stack 

of many thousands of these figurative carpets lying on top of each 

other and all the same way up with the pile of one carpet sticking 

rather firmly to the backing of the carpet above it. Real crystals are 

often less neat, with great blocks of carpet inverted within the stacks, 

but we will leave aside such complications for the moment. 

The ideal kaolinite crystal would also have another kind of 

regularity of stacking: it would also have the arrow pattern in the 

carpet lying the same way throughout a given stack - although again 

there are complications for real crystals that we will come to in the 

next chapter. 

Among the minor variants of kaolinite there is one called dickite 

that differs only in the way in which the arrow pattern lies between 

carpets in the stack. In dickite alternate carpets have their patterns 

pointing the same way. This kind of thing, where crystals differ only 

in the way in which identical layers are stacked on top of each other, 

is very common in clay minerals. The technical term for it is 

polytypism. Kaolinite and dickite, for example, are said to be polytypes. 

We will be coming back to this too. 

Another clay mineral called halloysite has kaolinite layers that are 

much less well stuck together, often with water molecules between. 

In this mineral the layers may be rolled up, like rolls of carpet, or 

curled into tiny hollow spheres, or have more complex forms. 

In more radical variants of kaolinite the architecture of the layers 

is maintained while the atoms between the oxygens are partly or 

wholly changed from aluminium and silicon. There are indeed many 

variations on the kaolinite theme. 

The second of the two main classes of layer silicates is well 

illustrated by the mica mineral, muscovite. It has large well-formed 

crystals that are easy to study. Not itself a clay mineral- its crystals 
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are far too big for that - muscovite nevertheless has the main 

architectural features of several important kinds of clay minerals. 

This is a characteristic layer structure that is a somewhat thicker and 

more symmetrical version of the kaolinite 'carpet'. (For a detailed 

comparison see appendix 2.) 

The main difference between the two most important kinds of layer 

silicate is in the way in which their layers stick together. The 

muscovite layers are quite highly negatively charged and hold 

together through intervening planes of (positively charged) potassium 

ions. 

These charges within muscovite layers arise from what are called 

substitutions- where, for example, aluminium ions are present in 

places where more often you find silicon. Each such change from 

a silicon to an aluminium introduces one negative charge. This is the 

main kind of substitution in muscovite, responsible for most of the 

layer charges, but there can be others as well. For example magnesium 

atoms may be present in places where aluminium is more usual, and 

that too would give rise to a negative charge at the point where the 

substitution had taken place. There are indeed rich possibilities for 

piecemeal substitutions of various sorts in minerals that have 

mica-type layers. On analysis such minerals usually show that there 

are many more kinds of metal atoms present than the 'official' 

silicons, aluminiums, etc. 

Among common clay minerals with mica-type layers, the illites are 

similar to muscovite in crystal structure although, being clay 

minerals, the crystals themselves are very much smaller. Crystals of 

illite, as one can see under the electron microscope, may be only a 

few layers thick. As such they are highly flexible lath-like structures 

and evidently quite tough. Such crystals commonly form in the pores 

of sandstones at the bottom of the sea. 

In smectite clays there are fewer negative charges in the layers 

than in either micas or illites, and so there are fewer metal ions 

between the layers. These are more often sodium or calcium than 

potassium and they easily come and go. There are also water 

molecules between the layers of a smectite and these are more or less 

mobile too. Water may even come in to push some of the layers in 

a crystal completely apart. Organic molecules of various sorts can 

behave similarly - indeed the ability of clays to hold on to organic 

molecules has been known for a long time and is an important factor 

in the formation of soils. 
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Again, as with illites, a smectite crystal can be a very thin, flexible, 

but quite tough object. It may not look much like the conventional 

idea of a crystal when seen under an electron microscope: it may look 

more like a crumpled rag or, sometimes, a folded napkin. A mass of 

smectite crystals, with layers partly adhering together, partly 

separated, often has a characteristic 'cellular' appearance, with 

myriads of compartments interconnected. Typical smectite crystals, 

like typical illite crystals, are not at all the regular block-like objects 

that are the more usual idea of what proper crystals should be like. 

These clay crystals are best described as membranes. 

Recall that a subtle difference in the mode of stacking of layers on 

top of each other made the difference between the clay minerals 

kaolinite and dickite. For mica-type clay minerals there is also a kind 

of arrow pattern; and again the arrows in layers stacked on top of 

each other may or may not all point the same way. There are actually 

no less than six ways in which just two mica-type layers can be put 

comfortably on top of each other. For each of these ways there would 

be another six ways of putting on a third layer - and so on. Stacking 

sequences often turn out to be regularly repetitive, but this is by no 

means always so. Putting this more technically, there are not only 

ordered polytypes to be thought about (such as ideal kaolinite and 

dickite) but also disordered polytypes where there may be little if any 

predictability in the orientation of stacking of different layers on top 

of each other. 

Less subtle, but also very common indeed, is where chemically 

different kinds of layers are stacked on each other - and again the 

sequences of stacking may be regular or irregular. For example illites 

and smectites commonly form such mixed layer clays. It is complicated 

stuff, clay. 
How? 

There is no doubt that clay structures really do put themselves 

together, in the sense that they are neither the specially engineered 

outcome of organisms, nor the products of bizarre geochemical 

conditions. These are 'zero-tech' materials: they represent ways in 

which their units, in some sense, want to be - under a wide range 

of (watery) conditions in surface regions of the Earth. (Indeed it seems 

that the craving goes beyond the Earth: layer silicate clays are found 

in some meteorites, and their presence is strongly suspected on the 

surface of Mars.) What goes on when a tiny clay crystal 

self-assembles? 
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When soldiers form up as a platoon; or when soap and water 

molecules make a bubble; or when sugar molecules crystallise, it is 

clear in each such case what the units are. In each case disassembled 

units (soldiers, molecules) simply become packed together in some 

way without being altered in themselves. By contrast, when a protein 

or DNA chain is made, the units needed in solution to begin with are 

not exactly the same as the units in the chain that will be produced 

by their coming together: pieces of the initial units have to break off 

as part of the chain-making process (chapter 4 and appendix 1). The 

formation of clay layers is similar in this respect to the formation of 

protein or DNA. The units that are in the solutions from which clays 

crystallise are such things as silicic acic and hydrated metal ions (see 

appendix 2), and for these units to come together water molecules 

have to be thrown off. (Only thus can appropriate 'press-studs' be 

released for a new strongly bonded structure to be built up- as 

indicated in appendix 2.) 

In other crucial respects. though, the making of a clay layer is quite 

unlike the making of a protein or DNA chain, because clay making 

is a self-assembly, a true crystallisation. For one thing the process is 

strictly reversible: whether there is a net assembly or disassembly 

depends, as always with crystallisation processes, on whether the 

solutions surrounding the crystals are supersaturated or under

saturated. There is no question, then, of the units having to be primed 

or 'wound-up'. All that is necessary is that the solution is 'wound-up' 

(in the sense of being supersaturated). The Earth seems to be very 

good at providing solutions that are suitably' wound-up' for clays - to 

judge from the vast amounts of clay that are being made all the time. 

Gust look at a river in spate.) 

Another difference stems directly from the fact that crystal growth 

is a space-filling operation. There is likely to be far more discrimination 

in packing units to fill space than in linking them together in a wiggly 

chain. Imagine a three-dimensional crystal of snooker balls - several 

close-packed planes on top of each other - and then just think of the 

havoc created by one tennis ball somewhere in the middle. In real 

crystals the error correction mechanisms that we talked about in the 

last chapter have little difficulty in detecting mistakes of this 
sort. 

Finally, as a clay crystal grows, however reversible the bonding 

may be at the surface and in contact with water, the bonds that get 

buried inside and away from the water no longer have the means 
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(or the elbow room) to effect changes at all easily at ordinary 
temperatures. They become faithful then, like concubines, through 

lack of opportunities. 

I shook my head. 'Surely, Holmes, this is a little far-fetched,' said I. 

He had refilled his pipe and resumed his seat, taking no notice of my 

comment. 

'The practical application of what I have said is very close to the problem 

which I am investigating. It is a tangled skein, you understand, and I 

am looking for a loose end.' 
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